Dear Princetonian,

From its dynamic role as a French colony to the late 20th-century struggles and 21st-century reunification, Vietnam is rich in history and ripe with remnants — both physical and psychological — of each bygone era. Join Professor Stan Katz and your fellow Princetonians, October 24 – November 3, 2014, in an investigation of Vietnamese society today.

Begin in charming Hanoi, whose French architectural details meld seamlessly with the serene lines of its pagodas and temples. Stay overnight in Hanoi allow you to take in the old through a cyclo (flying taxi) tour of the city’s colonial Old Quarter and get up to date in briefings with government officials, foundation representatives and other minority contacts. Depart Hanoi for central Vietnam and the old capital of Hue, which was once the region’s cultural, religious, and educational center. From there, continue south to Hoi An, a UNESCO World Heritage site with an eclectic mix of merchant architecture showing varying influences in French, Chinese and Japanese style all of which miraculously escaped the ravages of war. End the program in bustling Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon), a mix of old and new that makes the perfect bookend for the program.

As this program is exclusive to Princeton travelers, we anticipate interest in the well-paced, vivid program will be strong. Contact the Princeton Journeys team at (609) 258-6969 or journeys@princeton.edu to reserve your space today.

With kind regards,

Leslie J. Rowley '95
Executive Manager, Princeton Journeys

Stanley Katz, Princeton Study Leader

Leslie J. Rowley '95
With kind regards,

Stanley Katz, Formerly Class of 1921 Bicentennial Professor of the History of American Law and Liberty at Princeton University, Katz currently holds the title of Lecturer with the rank of Professor in Public and International Affairs at the Woodrow Wilson School and is the director of the University’s Center for Arts and Cultural Policy Studies. A specialist on American legal and constitutional history, and on philanthropy and non-profit institutions, his recent research focuses upon the relationship of civil society and constitutionality to democracy and upon the relationship of the United States to the international human rights regime. His interest in and involvement with Vietnam began in the 1980’s when he became president of the American Council of Learned Societies, which then had scholarly post-doctoral exchanges between the U.S. and Vietnam at the same time as he developed ACLS’s new focus on the study of constitutionality, thus his current scholarly interests. On this journey, Professor Katz will discuss the landscape of civil society and enterprise in Vietnam over the course of the past three decades. The comments will be enhanced by specially-arranged meetings with local field staff of NGOs and other players in the modern economy.
Dear Princetonian,

The Princeton University Office of Alumni Relations is pleased to announce its newest tour to Vietnam, offering a unique opportunity to explore the rich history, culture, and timeless beauty of this fascinating country. This tour is open to the Princeton community and is designed to provide an in-depth experience of Vietnam’s diverse landscapes, historical sites, and modern developments.

**Recommended Tour Dates:**
- **October 24–November 3, 2014**

**Tour Highlights:**
- Experience the romantic atmosphere of Hanoi, the capital city, and visit sites such as the Temple of Literature and Hoan Kiem Lake.
- Discover the ancient city of Saigon, now Ho Chi Minh City, with its bustling markets, historic buildings, and charming cafes.
- Explore the Mekong Delta, known for its rich biodiversity and traditional way of life.
- Visit various temples and pagodas, including the Haw Pagoda and the Perfume Pagoda.
- Take part in a cooking class and enjoy traditional Vietnamese cuisine.
- Witness the beauty of Halong Bay, UNESCO’s World Heritage Site, with a cruise on a traditional junk boat.

**Inclusion:**
- Airfare to and from Vietnam
- Hotel accommodations
- All meals as listed
- Transportation within Vietnam
- Entry fees to sites

**Exclusions:**
- Personal spending money
- Travel insurance

**Terms and Conditions:**
- The tour deposit of $1,000 is non-refundable and non-transferable.
- Refunds will be issued as follows:
  - 90 days or more prior to departure: Full refund
  - 60-89 days prior to departure: 75% refund
  - 59-45 days prior to departure: 25% refund
  - 45-30 days prior to departure: No refund

**Contact Information:**
- Contact the Princeton Journeys team at (609) 258-86868 or journeys@princeton.edu to reserve your space today.

Join us on this exciting journey to explore Vietnam’s diverse history, culture, and natural beauty. This tour is open to all Princetonians and provides an excellent opportunity to connect with fellow alumni and enjoy a unique travel experience.

With kind regards,

Leslie J. Rowley, M95
Executive Manager, Princeton Journeys
Day 1. Friday, October 24.
Depart U.S.A.
Depart for Hanoi, Vietnam.
Arrive Hanoi, Vietnam.
Metropole Hotel, located just a few steps from the Presidential House in the city’s French Quarter.

Day 2. Saturday, October 25.
Depart the U.S. bound for Hanoi, Vietnam.

Hanoi.
The day begins with a orientation meeting before heading out to explore wonderful Hanoi. This charming city is dotted with plenty of shaded boulevards, and verdant public parks. The city center is an architectural museum of colonial-era buildings, which is home to an enchanting cityscape on the banks of the Red River. Afternoon is at leisure. The hotel, Life Heritage Resort, is located along the scenic Thu Bon River, just a short stroll from the colorful and bustling ancient town. The hotel is a contemporary colonial-style boutique hotel on the banks of the fabled Perfume River. Life Heritage Resort is a perfect place to relax, dine, shop, bike, and explore on your own. Life Heritage Resort (Breakfast)

Day 4. Monday, October 27.
Hanoi.
Transfer to the airport for your flight back to the U.S. Most flights will arrive back home on the same day. On, continue on a trip to Phnom Penh and Siem Reap, Cambodia.

Day 5. Tuesday, October 28.
Hue.
Arrive Hue.
A day flight takes our group to Phnom Penh, Cambodia. Transfer to the Raffles Hotel. Afternoon sightseeing includes a stroll through the Russian Market and a visit to the Royal Palace with the Silver Pagoda and the Victory Monument. Raffles Hotel (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)

Day 6. Wednesday, October 29.
Hue.

Day 7. Thursday, October 30.
Hoi An.

Day 8. Friday, October 31.
Hoi An.

Day 9. Saturday, November 1.
Saigon.

Day 10. Sunday, November 2.
Saigon.

Departure.

Phnom Penh.
A dark time of Cambodia’s history is displayed at the Tuol Sleng Museum. Located in a former high school, it is the location of the notorious Security Prison of the Khmer Rouge. This锭seous site has become a powerful lesson on the horrors that took place during the tumultuous 20th century. A visit to Ta Prohm is followed by a trip to the famous temples of Angkor Wat, which are a UNESCO World Heritage Lawte of Cambodia. The temples have been crowned as one of the seven wonders of the world. British, French, Japanese, and Chinese – to purchase silk, fabrics, tea, pepper, and Chinese pottery. The afternoon is at leisure. The hotel, Life Heritage Resort, is located along the scenic Thu Bon River, just a short stroll from the colorful and bustling ancient town. Life Heritage Resort (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)

Day 12. Tuesday, November 4.
Phnom Penh.
Phnom Penh.

OCTOBER 24 – NOVEMBER 3, 2014
Cost: $5,995 per person, double occupancy
Single Supplement: $1,215
For more information on this journey, please contact the Princeton Journeys office at (609) 258-8686 or journeys@princeton.edu

OPTIONAL EXTENSION:
Phnom Penh and Siem Reap, Cambodia

Day 1. Monday, November 3.
Phnom Penh.
Phnom Penh.

Day 2. Tuesday, November 4.
Phnom Penh.
Phnom Penh.

*Please note that space is limited on this departure, especially in the final itinerary once confirmed.

*All registration forms and deposits must be sent to
The Office of Alumni Association
Princeton University
John Maclean House, P.O. Box 291
Princeton, NJ 08544
You may also fax your registration to (609) 258-5561.
For more contact Princeton Journeys at (609) 258-8686 or journeys@princeton.edu with any questions.
Arrive Hanoi. You will be transferred to the Metropole Hotel, located just a few steps from the historic Old Quarter. The Metropole Hotel, located just a few steps from the historic Old Quarter, is an enchanting boutique hotel on the banks of the scenic Thu Bon River overlooking the former Imperial Citadel of Hué, which was once home to Emperors and is now a part of a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Lunch will be served at the hotel followed by a guided tour of the city including a bicycle rickshaw tour through the Old Quarter and the Hoi An Covered Bridge, the local produce market, Tang Ky House, and the Fukhien Association. The town is a haven for local artists and artisans established themselves in the Old Quarter. Subsequent stops will be the Fukhien Association and Banteay Srei, considered by many to be the most colorful in Asia. This evening the group will attend a private dinner in the home of Nguyen Van, the local host to dinner, shop, and explore on your own.

A spectacular morning drive along the coastline and over the Hai Van Pass ends in the town of Hoi An, which was declared a UNESCO World Heritage site in 1999. Foreigners have been coming to Hoi An since the 15th-century. Dutch, Portuguese, British, French, Japanese, and Chinese—spent much time in Hoi An. The town was once home to the trade offices of the East India Company. Hoi An is a small town of yellow and white wooden houses with traditional Chinese architecture. Hoi An is known as the “Pearl of the South” and there are many hotels. Hoi An is also well known for its tailors, making custom-made clothing for a fraction of what it costs in the West. The morning concludes with a private boat trip on the Thu Bon River and a chance to catch a glimpse of the surrounding countryside at leisure as the tour ends for the day to return to the hotel.

This morning, a bicycle rickshaw excursion winds its way through the Fukhien Association. The town is a haven for local artists and artisans established themselves in the Old Quarter. Subsequent stops will be the Fukhien Association and Banteay Srei, considered by many to be the most colorful in Asia. This evening the group will attend a private dinner in the home of Nguyen Van, the local host to dinner, shop, and explore on your own.

Day 9. Saturday, November 1.
The day begins with a visit to the famous temple complex of Angkor Thom, the Bayon Temple, the Elephant Terrace, and the Silver Pagoda and the Victory Monument. The day ends with a visit to the Fukhien Association. The town is a haven for local artists and artisans established themselves in the Old Quarter. Subsequent stops will be the Fukhien Association and Banteay Srei, considered by many to be the most colorful in Asia. This evening the group will attend a private dinner in the home of Nguyen Van, the local host to dinner, shop, and explore on your own.

Day 10. Sunday, November 2.
Saigon (Ho Chi Minh City).
A morning flight takes our group to Phnom Penh, Cambodia. Transfer to the Raffles Hotel, a favorite of the group. Lunch will be served in a small inn near the hotel. This morning's highlight will be a trip to the famed Banteay Srei, considered by many to be the most colorful in Asia. This evening the group will attend a private dinner in the home of Nguyen Van, the local host to dinner, shop, and explore on your own.

Phnom Penh.
Departure.

OPTIONAL EXTENSION:
Phnom Penh and Siem Reap, Cambodia

- Excursion to the Tuol Sleng Genocide Museum. Located in a former high school, it is the location of the notorious Security Prison of S-21, the Khmer Rouge’s main torture and execution center. Visit the infamous “ Killing Fields” of Choeung Ek. The site is a memorial to the thousands of Khmer Rouge victims who were murdered there from 1975 to 1979.

Day 12. Tuesday, November 4. Siem Reap.
Day begins with a visit to the Angkor National Museum. Located in a former high school, it is the location of the notorious Security Prison of S-21, the Khmer Rouge’s main torture and execution center. Visit the infamous “Killing Fields” of Choeung Ek. The site is a memorial to the thousands of Khmer Rouge victims who were murdered there from 1975 to 1979.

Day begins with a visit to the Angkor National Museum. Located in a former high school, it is the location of the notorious Security Prison of S-21, the Khmer Rouge’s main torture and execution center. Visit the infamous “Killing Fields” of Choeung Ek. The site is a memorial to the thousands of Khmer Rouge victims who were murdered there from 1975 to 1979.

The day begins with a visit to the Angkor National Museum. Located in a former high school, it is the location of the notorious Security Prison of S-21, the Khmer Rouge’s main torture and execution center. Visit the infamous “Killing Fields” of Choeung Ek. The site is a memorial to the thousands of Khmer Rouge victims who were murdered there from 1975 to 1979.

Day 15. Friday, November 7. Siem Reap.
Day begins with a visit to the Angkor National Museum. Located in a former high school, it is the location of the notorious Security Prison of S-21, the Khmer Rouge’s main torture and execution center. Visit the infamous “Killing Fields” of Choeung Ek. The site is a memorial to the thousands of Khmer Rouge victims who were murdered there from 1975 to 1979.

Day begins with a visit to the Angkor National Museum. Located in a former high school, it is the location of the notorious Security Prison of S-21, the Khmer Rouge’s main torture and execution center. Visit the infamous “Killing Fields” of Choeung Ek. The site is a memorial to the thousands of Khmer Rouge victims who were murdered there from 1975 to 1979.

Day begins with a visit to the Angkor National Museum. Located in a former high school, it is the location of the notorious Security Prison of S-21, the Khmer Rouge’s main torture and execution center. Visit the infamous “Killing Fields” of Choeung Ek. The site is a memorial to the thousands of Khmer Rouge victims who were murdered there from 1975 to 1979.

Day begins with a visit to the Angkor National Museum. Located in a former high school, it is the location of the notorious Security Prison of S-21, the Khmer Rouge’s main torture and execution center. Visit the infamous “Killing Fields” of Choeung Ek. The site is a memorial to the thousands of Khmer Rouge victims who were murdered there from 1975 to 1979.

Day begins with a visit to the Angkor National Museum. Located in a former high school, it is the location of the notorious Security Prison of S-21, the Khmer Rouge’s main torture and execution center. Visit the infamous “Killing Fields” of Choeung Ek. The site is a memorial to the thousands of Khmer Rouge victims who were murdered there from 1975 to 1979.
Day 1. Friday, October 24.
Metropole Hotel: (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
Day 2. Saturday, October 25.
Arrive Hanoi. Vietnam. You will be transferred to the Metropole Hotel, located just a few steps from the Hoan Kiem Lake.

Metropole Hotel: (Breakfast, Lunch)
Metropole Hotel: (Breakfast, Lunch)
A spectacular morning flight is bound for Hue, the ancient capital of Vietnam. Upon arrival the group will transfer to La Residence Hoi An Spa Resort and located along the banks of the fabled Perfume River overlooking the former Imperial Citadel which was once home to Emperors and is now preserved as a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

La Residence Hoi An Spa (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
Day 7. Thursday, October 30. Hue.
La Residence Hoi An Spa (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
After breakfast, enjoy a guided morning walking tour through this enchanting port town where the narrow lanes are lined with shops and art galleries. It is still possible to wander here and imagine itself as it was. See the Japanese Covered Bridge, the local produce market, Tang Ky House, and the famous Thien Mien Pagoda and stroll the Forbidden Purple City.

Day 10. Tuesday, November 2. Saigon (Ho Chi Minh City).
Day 12. Thursday, November 4. Saigon (Ho Chi Minh City).
Day 13. Friday, November 5. Siem Reap.

OPTIONAL EXTENSION:
Phnom Penh and Siem Reap, Cambodia


Transfer to the airport for your departure flight.

Call for rates and more information on the Cambodia extension.
**Inside Vietnam**

**OCTOBER 24 – NOVEMBER 3, 2014**

**Tour Cost:** $5,995 per person, double occupancy

**Dates:** OCTOBER 24 – NOVEMBER 3, 2014

**Inside Vietnam** offers a richly rewarding journey into the heart of Vietnam, a dynamic nation in the midst of rapid economic development and cultural change. Led by Princeton Study Leader Stanley Katz, this program provides a unique opportunity to explore Vietnam’s diverse landscape, history, and contemporary society. It is designed for travelers who seek to engage with the country’s rich heritage and to understand the issues facing its future development.

**Tour Overview:**
- **Begin in charming Hanoi,** whose French architectural details meld seamlessly with the serene lines of its pagodas and temples. Three nights in Hanoi allow you to take in the old through a cyclo (bicycle rickshaw) tour of the city’s colorful Old Quarter and get up to date on Vietnam today, including political, social, economic, and cultural highlights.
- **Our journey then takes us to Halong Bay,** a UNESCO World Heritage Site, where you will embark on a day cruise, attending briefings with government officials, foundation representatives, and local dignitaries. You will sail through the world’s largest natural harbor, observing the marble mountains and limestone islands rising from the sea.
- **North to the Vietnamese capital, Hanoi,** for a visit to the Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum, the War Remnants Museum, and the impressive collection of Vietnamese art at the Museum of Fine Arts. Have dinner at a restaurant in Hanoi’s Old Quarter.
- **On to Mai Chau Valley,** a remote, mountainous region that offers a glimpse of traditional Vietnamese life. Enjoy a homestay and dinner at a local house. In the morning, visit a local market and then drive to the town of Than Uyen where you will have a chance to meet with local residents.
- **Drive to Sa Pa,** in the heart of theooky Hoang Lien Son Mountains. Known for its World Heritage Site status, the Hoang Lien Son Mountains are the site of the White Hmong and Black Hmong people’s homes. Enjoy a homestay and dinner at a local house. In the morning, visit a local market and then drive to the town of Than Uyen where you will have a chance to meet with local residents.
- **Continue on to Sapa,** a town in the northwest of Vietnam, where you will have a chance to visit a local market and then drive to the town of Than Uyen where you will have a chance to meet with local residents.
- **On to Hanoi,** for a visit to the Hanoi Museum, the National History Museum, and the Museum of Fine Arts.
- **End the program in bustling Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon),** a vibrant city that is a mix of old and new that makes the perfect bookend for the program. You will have time to explore the city, including a cyclo tour of the city’s Old Quarter, and then fly back to the U.S.

**Included in the Tour Cost:***
- Transportation from the airport to the hotel in Hanoi
- Accommodations for 12 nights
- All meals unless otherwise noted in the itinerary
- All sightseeing and tour activities as specified in the itinerary
- All transportation as specified in the itinerary
- All admissions to sites and museums as included in the itinerary
- All services of experienced tour guides and commentary
- All gratuities for tour guides and drivers
- All taxes and service charges

**Excluded from the Tour Cost:**
- Airfare to and from Hanoi
- Personal expenses such as tipping, laundry, phone calls, and alcoholic beverages
- Meals not included in the itinerary
- Gratuities for tips and services not included in the itinerary
- Optional activities and entertainment that are not specified in the itinerary

**Responsibility:**
- Authentic Asia acts only in the capacity of agents for the hotels, airlines, bus and ship lines or owners of contractors providing transportation and services. Authentic Asia disclaims any responsibility for personal injury or loss, damage to property, or any act of omission or commission, whether done by the company’s employees or representatives, or any act of any hotels, airlines, bus lines, ship lines, or contractors whether or not they are operating under the direct control of Authentic Asia. Authentic Asia is not responsible for any additional expenses incurred as a result of flight rescheduling, delays, cancellations, or changes in ground transportation.

**Refunds:**
- No refunds shall be issued after the tour has commenced, or for leaving the tour early. No refunds shall be issued. No refunds shall be issued less than 45 days prior to departure no refunds shall be issued. No refunds shall be issued.
- If a written refund is received less than 45 days prior to departure no refunds shall be issued.
- If a written refund is received less than 45 days prior to departure no refunds shall be issued.

**Contact:**
- For more information, reservations, or to register for this tour, please contact:
  - John Maclean House, P.O. Box 291, Princeton, NJ 08542
  - Reservations & Payments: (609) 258-5561 (ext. 223) or FAX: (609) 258-5561 (ext. 223)
  - Reservations & Payments: (609) 258-5561 (ext. 223) or FAX: (609) 258-5561 (ext. 223)

**Additional Information:**
- A valid passport is required for entry into Vietnam. The passport must be valid for at least six months from the date of entry.
- A visa is required for U.S. citizens. The visa can be obtained upon arrival at the airport in Hanoi.
- The tour is limited to a maximum of 30 paying participants.
- All travel arrangements are inclusive and non-refundable.

**Cancellation Policy:**
- Cancellations shall be treated on a case-by-case basis and are subject to the terms and conditions specified in the itinerary.

**Terms and Conditions:**
- All terms and conditions specified in the itinerary apply.

**Important Note:**
- Please note that the University does not conduct tours, nor does it fund or subsidize travel by its employees or students.
- The Office of Alumni Association and Princeton Journeys, is pleased to provide this service of facilitating travel opportunities for the Princeton family.

**Enrolled is my/our check for $ (the total cost of my/our trip), payable to “Authentic Asia”, to reserve ___/plaza(s) on Princeton Journey’s Inside Vietnam, October 24 – November 3, 2014.

On charge my/our deposit of $ (the total cost of my/our trip), to my/our account:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CARD NUMBER</th>
<th>CREDIT CARD TYPE</th>
<th>CARD EXPIRATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>____________</td>
<td>___________</td>
<td>___________</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Billing Information:**
- BILLING ADDRESS
- CITY
- STATE
- ZIP

**Refund Policy:**
- If a written refund is received less than 45 days prior to departure no refunds shall be issued.

**Contact Information:**
- John Maclean House, P.O. Box 291, Princeton, NJ 08542
- Reservations & Payments: (609) 258-5561 (ext. 223) or FAX: (609) 258-5561 (ext. 223)
- Reservations & Payments: (609) 258-5561 (ext. 223) or FAX: (609) 258-5561 (ext. 223)
Inside Vietnam

OCTOBER 24 – NOVEMBER 3, 2014

Dear Princetonian,

With kind regards,

[Signature]

[Name]

[Title]

[Organization]

[Address]

[City, State ZIP Code]

[Phone]

[Email]
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